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The Real “Terrorist Sympathizers” Want To Wage
War On Syria … And Russia
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In-depth Report: SYRIA

Syria airstrikes: Cameron accuses Corbyn of being ‘terrorist sympathiser‘

David Cameron has appealed to Conservative MPs to give him an overall parliamentary
majority in favour of military action in Syria by warning them against voting alongside
“Jeremy Corbyn and a bunch of terrorist sympathisers”.

…

“You should not be walking through the lobbies with Jeremy Corbyn and a bunch of terrorist
sympathisers,” the prime minister reportedly told the committee.

To get rid of the “terrorist sympathizers” who do not want to bomb Syria the pig-fucker will
have to incarcerate half of the British people.

Surely terrorist sympathizer should not be allowed to run around freely and to influence the
children. These could end up no longer believing what the government and the media are
telling them. They would becomeradicals:

A  leaflet  drawn up  by  an  inner-city  child  safeguarding  board  warns  that  “appearing  angry
about government policies, especially foreign policies” is a sign “specific to radicalisation”.

Parents and carers have also been advised by the safeguarding children board in  the
London Borough of Camden that “showing a mistrust of mainstream media reports and a
belief in conspiracy theories” could be a sign that children are being groomed by extremists.

The “war on terror” is turning into a war on the local opposition of the ruling classes. Those
who  oppose  its  polices  are  labeled  2terrorists”  and  those  who  doubts  its  word  are
“radicalized extremists”. How far is it from such verbal insults to actually concentration
camps?

—

Who initiated this sudden rush within major NATO governments to get parliamentary blank
checks for waging a long war on Syria? Not only in the UK but also in France and Germany?

The German government turned on a dime from “no military intervention in Syria ever” to
“lets wage a war of terror on Syria” without any backing from the UN or international law.
(The German government’s legal argument for war is so flimsy that the constitutional court
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will probably stop it.) Who initiated this? A simple, medium size terror attack in Paris by
some Belgians and French can not be the sole reason for this stampede.

Did Obama call and demanded support for his plans? What are these?

I smell that a trap is being laid, likely via a treacherous Turkey, to somehow threaten Russia
with, or involve it in, a wider war. This would include military attacks in east-Ukraine or
Crimea as well as in Syria. Obama demanded European backing in case the issue gets of of
hands. No other reason I have found explains the current panic. The terrorists the “west”
supports in Syria are in trouble. The real terrorist sympathizers need to rush to their help. It
is a start of all-out war on Syria and its Russian protectors.

But Russia is cool headed and is preparing to make its position in Syria even stronger. There
will soon be at least 100 Russian military planes in Syria, some say up to 150 in total, plus
dozens of ground attack helicopters including the very modern KA-52 (vid). New airfields for
Russian fighter jets are being prepared in Shayrat (map), south-east of Homs. 10 fighter jets
and 15 attack helicopters are already stationed there. Another airport will be in Tiyas (map),
some 30 km west of Palmyra. This one will be used to cover east Syria and the Syrian
army’s movement against the Islamic State in Raqqa. A fourth airport for jets, likely near
Hama,  is  planned and  several  smaller  airfields  are  to  be  used  for  more  helicopters.  Some
1,000 additional Russian personal will include special forces to designate targets and to
provide support for Syrian troops.

The Syrian army was provide with new electronic snooping systems to be able to listen to its
enemies communication. To protect against U.S. made anti-tank missiles (TOWs), which the
CIA handed to the Jihadists, Syrian tanks are upgraded with the Shtora anti-missile systems.
Brand new artillery has also arrived.

The “moderate rebels” of Jabhat al Nusra and Ahrar al Sham which Turkey and others
support currentlyget squeezed (map) in their corridor from the Turkish border down to
Aleppo. The Islamic State is pressing from the east against the corridor while Kurdish YPG
fighters,  with  Russian  air  support(!),  are  attacking  from  the  west  and  the  Syrian  army  is
pushing from the south. The moves on the government and YPG side and the IS side are not
coordinated but a race to conquer as much as possible of the area before the other party
reaches  it.  Two  month  ago  the  Kurdish  leader  had  hinted  at  this  plan  to  close  the
uncontrolled gap at the Turkish border.

This is the area Turkey wanted to occupy as a “safe zone” for the terrorists it supports. It
also needs the corridor to smuggle oil from the Islamic State to Turkey. Should Turkey,
backed by the U.S. and NATO, have funny ideas and try to invade Syria to secure that safe
zone, it will have to take on very well armed and serious opponents. From there to World
War III is only a small step.

I prefer to be called a terrorist sympathizer over supporting any move into that direction.
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